Introduction
Historical measurements of the Earth's magnetic field, dating back to 1695AD, have been analysed to provide models of the global magnetic field . These field models are surprisingly good; they give far greater detail than earlier models and can be used to examine the field at the core mantle boundary. Their quality reflects the good global distribution of measurements made at sea during certain periods when magnetic mapping was particularly intensive-at the beginning of the 18th. century, during Cook's voyages later in the century, during the survey of the southern oceans in the 19th century, and by the research ship Carnegie early in the 20th. century. Other periods suffer from a shortage of inclination and intensity measurements.
With the exception of very early Chinese records, magnetic observations are documented from the sixteenth century. The very earliest records are restricted to Europe and are unreliably reported. For example the records at London have been thoroughly researched by MALIN and BULLARD (1981) who were unable to find original references to some of the observations, and the title of their paper reflects the fact that reliable reports began only in 1570.
By the end of the 16th. century declination measurements had been made throughout the known world. Robert Norman invented the dip circle in London in 1586 and used it to measure inclination, but worldwide measurements did not become available until the 18th, century. There is therefore an interval of some 130 years for which we have good declination measurements but virtually no inclinations.
The first absolute intensity measurements were made by Gauss in 1832; relative intensities were made somewhat earlier, notably by Humboldt on his travels in America from 1798-1803.
The analysis of historical data therefore poses three different problems. After 1832 there is three component data; for certain intervals between about 1700 and 1832 there is good directional data but no intensity data; and for the earliest period from about 1570 to 1700, and certain later intervals, there is only declination data.
Conventional methods of analysis are designed to deal with three component data, and there are no special difficulties with the post-1832 observations. The second problem, of analysing good directional data without intensities, poses difficult questions of uniqueness that will be discussed in a separate paper (PROCTOR et al., 1985) . The present paper is concerned with the third problem, that of declination measurements alone. The method of global field modelling is described first. 
Global Field Modelling
717 or equivalently
In order to determine B everywhere in the potential region we must be able to find a unique solution of (3) 
a linear combination of (1) and (2), (4) the horizontal component of B.
(1) and (3) 
If we can determine w everywhere on the spherical surface r=a, then we can find Bh there, and by the uniqueness theorem (4) above we may then find B everywhere in the potential region. Unfortunately declination measurements alone serve only to determine the direction of Bh and not its magnitude; thus if Bh' is a known vector field that fits the declinations, they any vector field of the form aBh', where the horizontal intensity function a depends upon position, will fit equally well. The condition (6) places a restriction on Bh and the form of a.
Suppose we have found a vector field Bh' that satisfies (6) and the declination. (This is not a problem provided the declinations are consistent with a potential field. Experience with analysing real data suggests there are no practical difficulties. For references to methods and previous analyses of declination measurements see BARRACLOUGH, 1978) . Then writing
and substituting into (6) and using the vector identity
where a•Er=0, gives
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